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Product	 I–	+	CN Br–	+	CNBranching	 96	 34	%ECN,rotation	 20	 12	
Branching and CN Rotation 
=		I	or	Br	X
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u  Energies	partitioning	in	the	quantum	and	classical	dynamics	are	different	R, Å 
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I– N, Å  
I	+	CN–	
I–	+	CN	
I–	+	CN*	
I*+	CN–	
2Π1/2 
2Σ+ 
2Σ+ 
2Π3/2 
2Π3/2,1/2 
Possible	stabilization	of	the	longer	lived	bare	anions	upon	solvation	leading	to	recombined	product.	
Summary	
v  Comparing	the	classical	dynamics	with	surface	hopping	with	the	quantum	dynamics	calculations:	
v  Branching	ratios	depend	on	the	representation		used	in	the	calculations.	
v  Energy	is	transferred	from	rotation	to	translation	
v  Treatment	of	the	bend	motion	leads	to	differences	in	the	energy	distributions	and	branching	ratios	
v  Con^irmed	by	performing	quantum	dynamics	calculations	with	planar	approximation	to	the	bend	motion	
v  The	dissociation	process	in	the	classical	dynamics	show	some	anions	undergo	multiple	collisions	before	dissociating.	
v  Solvation	may	stabilize	these	anions	and	lead	to	recombined	products	
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